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**Program**

09:00 Registration

09:30 Welcome address: Roberto Malavasi and Stefania Rossi

**Morning session, 09:45-12:45**

*Chair: Stefania Rossi (Univ. of Cagliari)*

* Otto Hieronymi (Webster Univ., Geneva): “International finance, the Eurozone and economic growth”

* Martino Lo Cascio (Univ. of Roma - Tor Vergata), Mauro Aliano (Univ. of Cagliari): “Real saving and capital growth in western Europe: exploring patterns before and after euro”

* Beniamino Moro (Univ. of Cagliari): “Lessons from the European economic and financial great crisis”

**Coffee Break**

* Ana Lozano-Vivas (Univ. of Malaga): “Moral hazard and the financial structure of banks”

* Stefania Rossi (Univ. of Cagliari): “Moral hazard in banking over the financial crisis”

* Phylip Molyneux (Univ. of Bangor): “Post crisis: are banks public utilities?”

**Lunch**

**Afternoon session, 15:00-18:00**

*Chair: Roberto Malavasi (Univ. of Cagliari)*

* Kevin Keasey (Univ. of Leeds), Francesco Vallascas (Univ. of Leeds), Danilo Mascia (Univ. of Cagliari): “Does capital regulation influence the composition of bank assets?”

* Jens Hagendorff (Univ. of Edinburgh): “When bankers get caught: can bank boards prevent regulatory enforcement actions?”

* Marina Brogi (Univ. La Sapienza - Roma): “Bank profitability and capital adequacy in the post-crisis context”

**Coffee Break**

* Andrea Nobili (Bank of Italy - Roma): “The effects of the supply restriction on loans to enterprises and the monetary policy response”

* Roberto Malavasi (Univ. of Cagliari): “Bottlenecks in the financial system of Sardinia: demand or supply problems?”

* Mauro Aliano (Univ. of Cagliari), Martino Lo Cascio (Univ. of Roma - Tor Vergata): “The potential evolution of the supply of credit to the productive chain: a focus on Italy and Sardinia”

**Closing speach**